ALESSANDRO PEDRETTI

A Milanese architect, designer and museum exhibition consultant, Pedretti has worked with Studio Rota since 1998. Equally interested in art, fashion and cinema he designed a “Star Wars” themed exhibit for Milan’s Triennale in 2005.
Although minimalistic, Ippolito has a decorative valence. Its contemporary full-bodied shape adds a touch of personality, filling any modern exterior with a soft, playful light.
Ippolito features direct emission from high performance LED modules. While enhancing exteriors with its shape and charming ambient light, the fixture’s LED technology ensures environmental friendly lighting and durability.
Ippolito uses its distinct shape to allow its direct light to bounce off its curves, creating a full notion of warm, ambient lighting.
IPPOLITO Floor

IPPOLITO 45 Floor

EMISSION
direct

LIGHT SOURCE
LED
15.56W 3000K >80 CRI

DIMMING FEATURE
standard non dimmable

DIMENSIONS

FINISH
white RAL9002 / anthracite grey

CERTIFICATIONS
c.UL.us listed

IPPOLITO 90 Floor

EMISSION
direct

LIGHT SOURCE
LED
15.56W 3000K >80 CRI

DIMMING FEATURE
standard non dimmable

DIMENSIONS

FINISH
white RAL9002 / anthracite grey

CERTIFICATIONS
c.UL.us listed
For retail sales contact information, please visit
www.artemide.net/store-locator

For contract sales contact information, please visit
www.artemide.net/contract-sales